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High-Throughput Image Reconstruction and Analysis (Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Progress in biology is dependent on the ability to observe, measure, and model the behavior of organisms at multiple levels of abstraction, from the microscopic to the macroscopic. There has been a tremendous growth recently in the techniques to probe the structure and workings of cellular and organ-level mechanisms. Significant advances have...
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pring Into Linux(R)Addison Wesley, 2005
The fastest route to true Linux mastery!You know your way around Windows (or  maybe a Mac, or even UNIX). Now, you're ready for Linux.And you don't have a  minute to waste.Welcome. This book's for you.Janet Valade has spent thirteen  years helping new users master Linux and related technologies. She knows the  "magic words" that'll help...
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RFID for the Optimization of Business ProcessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Prof. Elgar Fleisch, ETH Zürich and University of St. Gallen:
    "A comprehensive, clear and practical introduction for RFID designers."    

    Prof. Rolf Jansen, Faculty of Logistics, Dortmund University:    

    "The book comprehensively deals with the topic in a solution-oriented way, expertly conveying...
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Joomla! 1.5 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010
Joomla! is a content management system designed to organize and deliver content within a web site environment. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and wonderful design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. If you want to display more...
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Cloud Computing: Web-Based Dynamic IT ServicesSpringer, 2011

	Cloud computing is on everyone’s lips: as an innovative technology, as the next
	generation of the Internet, as a fundamental transformation of the entire IT landscape,
	and as an auspicious opportunity to introduce new business ideas. But what is
	actually at the heart of this notion?


	As a result of the multi-faceted...
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XAML Developer ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	XAML is ubiquitous today. Whether with Silverlight, WPF, WF, various XPS formats, or XML-based formats, XAML is being used in a whole lot of Microsoft platform- based technologies. Though based on XML, XAML is unlike most other markup languages, because it is strongly linked to CLR assemblies through its objects.


	 
...
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Learning Android CanvasPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you want to create 2D graphics for Android from scratch, this book is the perfect guide. It covers all the angles of using Android Canvas with a step-by-step approach to give your apps the graphical edge.


	Overview

	
		Understand user interactions and respond to those actions
	
		Discover how to...
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AdvancED Flash Interface Design (Advanced Design)Friends of Ed, 2006
As a competent Flash designer, youre probably comfortable with all of the basics that Flash has to offer. However, youve probably looked at some of the amazing Flash sites on the web and thought, "How'd they do that?" Well, youll find out in this book.  Flash allows users to create some amazing interactive interfaces to interact with Rich...
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Spring Web Flow 2 Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Many web applications need to take the user through a defined series of steps such as e-commerce checkouts or user registrations. Spring Web Flow works well for rich and flexible user interaction, additionally it helps you to describe the flow of websites in complex processes. Spring Web Flow 2 provides the perfect way to build these kinds of...
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Internet & World Wide Web: How to Program (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	Welcome to Internet and web programming and Internet & WorldWide Web How to Program,
	Fourth Edition! At Deitel & Associates, we write programming language textbooks
	and professional books for Prentice Hall, deliver corporate training worldwide and develop
	Web 2.0 Internet businesses. The book has been...
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Pro Business Applications with Silverlight 5 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Silverlight is a web-based platform from Microsoft that can be used to build Rich Internet Applications

	(RIAs). Of the many new possibilities it enables, one of its key focuses is as a platform for building

	business applications. Community support for the technology has been overwhelmingly positive, and

	Microsoft has gone on to use...
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Fundamentals of GeobiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	2012 PROSE Award, Earth Science: Honorable Mention 

	

	For more than fifty years scientists have been concerned with the interrelationships of Earth and life. Over the past decade, however, geobiology, the name given to this interdisciplinary endeavour, has emerged as an exciting and rapidly expanding field,...
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